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majority of the population in the annexed districts spoke
German.   There is some truth in this point of view.
On the other hand, there is much more truth in another
point of view. There was a vast difference between the
French annexations in the seventeenth century and Bis-
marck's annexation in 1871. Between these two periods
lay the French Revolution and the forces to which it had
given rise. Louis XIV in seizing the Alsatian districts did
not dismember Germany, because there was at that time no
united German body politic—nothing but a conglomeration
of mutually jealous German territories. The so-called Holy
Roman Empire was neither Holy, nor Roman, nor an Em-
pire, but "an irregular sort of a body like a monster,"l
incapable of feeling a wound. The French Revolution,
however, had swept away provincial boundaries in France,
and created a new self-conscious nation, "one and indivisi-
ble," France, including the annexed districts of Alsace and
Lorraine, had become one body, powerfully conscious of its
unity and nationality; if one of its members suffered, all
suffered together Bismarck had mutilated a living body
and the wound would not heal; it was to remain an awful
open sore, threatening the peace of Europe for forty years.
Nor was Alsace-Lorraine necessary to Germany's safety
from a military point of view; the Rhine was as good a
boundary as the Vosges, And though the majority of the
million and a half people in Alsace and Lorraine were
German speaking, that did not mean that they were Ger-
man thinking; on the contrary, -the great majority were
bitterly opposed to separation from France and protested
vigorously, but in vain. Could Bismarck have peered into
the future and seen how French pride and French bitterness
over the loss of Alsace-Lorraine was to vitiate every effort
i"Irregulare aliquod corpus et monstro simile," wrote "Severin de
Monzambano" [Pufondorf] in his famous tract, De Statu Imperii German*
ici (1667), cap. VI, sec. 9. .

